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VTI VacuumTechnologies Inc. Offers Complimentary VacuumMetalizing
Production Masking

VTI unveils revolutionary offer for production metalizing masking at no cost.

Reedsburg, WI (PRWEB) May 11, 2010 -- VTI VacuumTechnologies Inc., a provider of EMI/RFI Shielding
for electronic device designers, recently announced a complimentary production metalizing masking program.
VTI is the only vacuum metalizing company in the industry to offer this service to customers free of charge.

"We're always striving to find innovative ways to save our customers money, and our ground-breaking
complimentary production masking offer shows our commitment to that," says Wil Fernandez, president of VTI
VacuumTechnologies Inc.

Since 1993, VTI has been known for their ability to deliver innovative, high quality EMI shielding solutions
with on-time delivery for military, medical device, injection molding and other industries. Wanting every
customer project to be a success, VTI invests their own resources in building finished masking tooling to ensure
customers are satisfied with their EMI shielding. With each qualified project, complimentary production
masking is offered and VTI maintains the masking for the life of the project to make sure customer satisfaction
is achieved.

The combination of complimentary production masking and VTI's methodical approach to the vacuum
metalizing process guarantees that each EMI shielding project is carried out correctly without customers
experiencing any financial risk of masking tool ownership. VTI's reputation for providing cost efficient EMI
shielding is augmented by this new offer and eases the financial pain for engineering and procurement
professionals when choosing an EMI shielding provider.

Learn more about VTI VacuumTechnologies free vacuum metalizing production masking offer by visiting our
website at http://www.vactecinc.com.

About VTI:

VTI VacuumTechnologies Inc. is a privately-held company established in May 1993 in Reedsburg, Wisconsin.
An ISO 9001-2008 certified company, it specializes in coating plastic electronic enclosures by providing
EMI/RFI (electromagnetic interference/radio frequency interference) solutions for design engineers in the
medical device and military communications markets. VTI VacuumTechnologies also provides value added
process capabilities of robotically dispensed cure in place gasket materials to plastic or metal components. VTI
also offers a corrosion resistant topcoat and has served as a prime contractor of CARC (chemical agent resistant
coating on metalized plastic enclosures) for military metalized coating applications.

More information about EMI shielding and other applications performed by VTI can be found on its website:
http://www.vactecinc.com/index.htm.
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Contact Information
Wil Fernandez
VTI VacuumTechnologies
http://www.vactecinc.com
608.524.9822

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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